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Neverwinter healing paladin guide
The latest update is 10/3/20 Being not an expert here, but it can help players start somewhere using your paladin as a healer. Keep an eye on this post we will continue to add to it as we gain more knowledge. The stats aim as you head towards doing IC will be 85, the new cap. The ability to evaluate Jump on agility for crit and wisdom for the outgoing
Healing Powers Boons Weapon Enchant Vorpal well at the moment pets Your goal is to get a lot out of going healing (40% plus). Equipment with at least 4 outgoing healing companions who are at least purple is a good goal to strive for. Below is an example of some pets you can aquire. My advice is not to choose a quick (utility pet slot) if you're AD cashed.
Pets with outgoing healing include: Ioun Stone Radians, Mercenary Rebels, Polar Bear, Fast, and Neverember Guard Other Resources See below, and we'll add more: Lord Willow discusses his healer build at the end of this Facebook group video: Neverwinter Oathbound Paladin Group Is a private Facebook group that demands answers to join. from
Neverwinter WikiThis article stub. You can help Neverwinter Wiki by expanding it. Paladin (The Paladin Oath) Icon Paladin (The Paladin Oath) painting Paladin is a righteous protector of the innocent, a holy knight dedicated to the pursuit of justice. Paladin relies on his faith, possessing a divine radiant power (physical power - Power) to inflict damage and
healing magic (Wisdom) to heal himself and allies. When level 30 paladins can specialize in either tanking or healing. The Ability Results Editing Source Primary secondary level Type Path Title RangeAoE Cast Cooldown Effect 1 3At-Will Valorous Strike Range Melee 0.35 Provides three times an attack on an opponent's target, dealing radiant damage to
each punch. Magnitude: 45 1 1Tactic block range Self 0 Lift the shield, absorbing damage from the front of your character to 50% of the total maximum number of hit points. The damage done when you block depletes your stamina. Added effect: You are immune to most control effects. The effect ends when the endurance is exhausted. 1 2Skill Religion You
can interact with religious objects and collect artifacts to sell from them. 2 3At-Will Radiant Strike Range 30'Radius 10' 0.55 Lunge on enemy target, visiting shining damage to the target and nearby enemies. Magnitude: 25Cannot to be met while roots. 3 4Encounter Burning Light Radius 25' 2 14.3 Deal shining damage to all nearby enemies. The value
decreases when the Charged. Magnitude: 300Added Effect: StunDuration: 3s 4 6Daily Divine Solution Range 40' 0.9 Deal shining damage to the target opponent. Magnitude: 1500 5 4Encounter Sacred Weapon Range Self 0.8 28.7 Deal additional radiant damage after most attacks. Magnitude: 40Duration: 10s 6 5Class Feature Aura Protection Boost Boost
independently and nearby party members by 2%. Only one aura can be active at the same time. The aura must be assigned to the first class function slot. 8 4Entanter Divine Touch Range 80'Radius 20' 0.8 0.4 Heal Allies in place of purpose. Healing Magnitude: 500 1 7Mechanical Channel Divinity Range Self 0.4 Restores Divinity Over Time. You cannot
move or attack under the influence of the Divinity Channel. 10 5Class Function Happy Wanderer Increases damage done by 5% when there are no party members nearby. 12 6Daily Shield of Faith Radius 80' 0 Reducing the damage done by self and nearby party members by 5% and increase healing received by 10%. Duration: 10s 14 2Skill Divine
Meditation Increases the rate of regeneration of divinity when out of combat. 16 4Encounter Smite Range 80' 0.9 0.4 Deal shining damage to the enemy target. The magnitude decreases as the remaining divinity decreases. Magnitude: 900 18 5Class Self-Control Function You regenerate divinity 10% faster. 18 2Skill Divine Protection increases your critical
avoidance to 10% when your divinity is full. This effect decreases as divinity decreases. 20 6Daily Radiant Charge Range 80'Radius 20' 1.9 Deal shining damage to all enemies on the way in front of you. Magnitude: 600Added Effect: Knock down 24 4Encounter Bane Range 80'Radius 15' 0.74 0.4 Deal shining damage to enemies in place of the goal.
Magnitude: 480 25 2Skill marathon runner increases speed by 10% when out of battle. 26 5Class Feature Aura of Anger increase the critical level of self-government and nearby party members by 2%. Only one aura can be active at the same time. The aura must be assigned to the first class function slot. Dedicate yourself to the ways of healing, owning a
blessed light to cure the sick and the weak. Choose an oath to play as a healer. Healers focus on saving the lives of their teammates while their team keeps the enemy's attention. Once you choose the path of paragon, you have to switch to an empty load, pay astral diamonds or use a retraining marker to change paths. Type Level Path Icon Title RangeAoE
Cast Cooldown Effect 30 7Mechanical Oath of Devotion reduces the threat posed by your healing spells, and many of your healing spells now generate a Divine Barrier to the target that absorbs damage based on the power of healing. 32 3At-Will Cure Wounds Range Self 1 Healing Target Ally or Yourself. Healing Magnitude: 50 34 4Encounter Divine
Asylum Range 80' 0.7 0.4 Healing Yourself and Nearby Allies. Healing Magnitude: 350Added Effect: Raise the Divine barrier that absorbs damage equal to the number of points of impact healed. Running time: 20s 36 5Class The aura of recovery increase the healing received by self and nearby party members by 5%. Only one aura can be active at the
same time. The aura must be assigned to the first class function slot. 38 6Daily Put on hand the Range Self 1 Healing Target Ally or yourself their maximum strike point. Added effect: Remove all negative status effects from 41 8Feat Critical Touch gives your will credentials a 10% chance to bestow the critical touch effect, which ensures that your nexe Divine
touch will critically strike. Duration: 10s 41 8Feat Protected Healing Cure Wounds now heals another 50 magnitude whenever the target depends on the Divine Barrier. 44 4Encounter Banishment Range 60'Radius 15' 0.8 20 A resounding target and all the enemies next to it. Duration: 6sAdded effect: Reduce damage to the main target by 5%. Duration: 6s 47
5Class Protected Prayer Feature Whenever you use the Divinity Channel to automatically block all attacks from the front as long as stamina remains. Stamina does not regenerate, while Channel Divinity is active. 50 8Feat Prayer Opportunities Whenever you activate power there is a 5% chance that you will get Prayer Opportunities. This effect can be
stacked up to three times. Duration: 60s When you channel Divinity Prayer possibilities consumed to restore some divinity. 50 8Feat Divine Focus Whenever you channel Divinity you get divine attention. This effect can be stacked up to 10 times. Duration: 30sUpon reaching 10 stacks of Divine Focus you get the effect of purposeful action, causing your
willpower to restore divinity when used. Duration: 12s 53 4Encounter Cleaning Touch Range Self 0.8 0.4 Healing Target Ally or Yourself. Healing Magnitude: 200Added Effect: Removes One Negative Condition. The 56 5Class Function is a timely intervention when healing allies with less than 25% of their maximum strike point. transform all Divine Barriers
into restoring the point of impact, healing any goals for added value, rather than erecting barriers. 59 8Feat Spirit of Austerity reduces the cost of Smite divinity to 80 and Smite to 450. Reduces the divinity cost bane to 100 and the size of Bane to 240. 59 8Feat The Unbreakable Spirit sacred weapon now reduces the damage done by 10% and restores
divinity over time. 62 4Encounter Circle Power Range Self 1.5 26.7 Challenge a circle of power that restores divinity and increases outgoing healing by 15% while you stand in it. Duration: 16s 65 5Class Feature Aura life Whenever you are cast healing meeting power to heal yourself and nearby party members. Healing Magnitude: 25In this one aura can be
active at a time. The aura must be assigned to the first class function slot. 68 8Feat Divine Intervention Lying on his hands now raises the Divine Barrier on goal, which absorbs damage equal to half the number of points of impact healed. Running time: 20s 68 8Feat While under the influence of the Shield of Faith convert all divine barriers into the point of
impact of recovery, healing any purpose is for added value, rather than erecting barriers. 71 3At-Will Divine Fulmination Range 80' 1.46 Deal shining damage to the enemy of the target. Magnitude: 140 74 4Encounter Bond Virtue Range 60' 0 30.6 Create a divine connection with the target member of the party, every time you cast a healing spell the bonded
target healed healed 100% of the original spell effect. Duration: 18s 77 8Feat Emissary Warding Whenever your spells that generate the Divine Barrier heal critically, the barrier effect doubles. 77 8Feat Divine vessel Whenever your divinity falls below 100 you get the effect of the Divine Vessel and can cast healinmg spells as if they had no divinity value.
Added effect: Outgoing healing increases by 20%. Duration: 12sThis action can only occur once in 180s. 80 6Daily Sanctuary Radius 15' 1.5 Calling the divine barrier around you decreasnig damage caused by the Allies within 10%. Duration: 12sAdded Effect: Healing Over TimeSemies Value: 600Y is immune to most control effects when channeling this
spell. Become a brilliant knight and protector of all good and simple. Choose Justicar to specialize in tanking. Tanks focus on keeping the enemy's attention while their party members attack and heal. Once you choose the path of paragon, you have to switch to an empty load, pay astral diamonds or use a retraining marker to change paths. Level Type Path
Icon Title RangeAoE Cast Cooldown Effect 30 7Mechanical Justicar's Charge Restoring Divinity whenever you block an attack. The amount of divinity that can be restored in this way is limited but recovers over time. 30 7Mechanical Oath of Protection increases the threat, increases maximum points of impact by 40%, and reduces damage caused by 10%. 30
7Mechanical Divine Palisaine Range 20' 0 Replaces The Block when the Divine Champion is active. Lift the divine barrier with your shield, absorbing damage up to 50% of the total maximum number of hit points. The damage done when you block depletes your stamina. You cannot move or attack while under the influence of divine Palisade and endurance
is not restored. Added effect: You are immune to most control effects. Added effect: Reduce the damage done by yourself and your allies in the cone behind you by 10%. Added effect: Heal yourself and your allies in the cone behind you. Healing Magnitude: 200Effect ends when endurance or divinity is depleted. 32 3At-Will Oath Strike Range MeleeArc 200
0.3 Delivers three times attack on enemies in the cone in front of you, dealing radiant damage to every blow. Magnitude: 20Added Effect: Increased Threat 34 4Encounter Templar Anger Radius 30' 1 0.4 Deal shining damage to nearby enemies. Magnitude: 300Added Effect: Increased threat 36 5Class Feature Aura valor condemns the threat posed by
nearby party members by 5%. Only one aura can be active at the same time. Aura be assigned to the first class function slot. 38 6Daily Divine Defender 0.8 redirects all the damage that will be inflicted upon the nearest ally to you. Duration: 12s 41 8Feat Sacred Shield Sacred Weapons now generates increased threat and restores endurance with each blow.
41 8Fai of Divine Reciprocity increases the threat posed by divine Touch. Whenever you are guided by an ally with a Divine Touch rather than yourself, heal yourself 100% 100% quantity healed. 44 4Encounter Vow of Enmity Range 80'Radius 20' 0.5 19.1 Deal shining damage to the target and nearby enemies. Magnitude: 100Added effect: Place yourself at
the top of the list of target threats and enemies near the target. 47 5Class Divine Retribution feature increases damage done by up to 5% as the rest of the endurance decreases. 50 8Feat Baneful Strikes provides a 5% chance that your attacks will reduce the cost of divinity of your next Bane to 0.Duration: 10s 50 8Feat Burning Vengeance Burning Light now
damages up to 600 magnitude as your remaining stamina decreases. The damage no longer increases depending on the duration of the charge. Burning Light can now be charged indefinitely. When charging, you automatically block all attacks from the front as long as your stamina is maintained. 53 4Encounter Absolution Range Self 0.75 22.9 Reduces
damage taken by 20%. Duration: 8s 56 5Class Feature Divine Challenger Grants smite the added effect of placing you at the top of the target threat list. 59 8Fight Justicar in Bulwark increases the amount of divinity that the Justicar charge can recover. 59 8Feat Divine Pursuit of encounters powers that stand divinity are now the gift of divine persecution,
bringing on-will attacks to restore divinity. Duration: 10s 62 4Encounter Binding Oath Range Self 0.8 22.9 Deal shining damage to intruders whenever you take damage. Magnitude: 50Duration: 12sAdded Effect: Stamina RestorationDuration: 12s 65 5Class Feature Aura revenge deal damages intruders whenever you or nearby party members take damages.
Magnitude: 10On only one aura can be active at a time. The aura must be assigned to the first class function slot. 68 8Feat Shield of the Gods Divine Protector no longer redirects damage from your nearest ally and instead negates most of the damage done to you. Duration: 6sDivine Protector now has 180s cooling. 68 8Feat Shelter of Light Whenever you
are healed by party members under the influence of your shield of faith is being healed at 50% of the value you have healed. 71 3At-Will Shielding Strike Range Melee 0.3 provides a three-fold attack on the opponent's target, causing radiant damage to each shot. Magnitude: 45Added Effect: Stamina Recovery 74 4Encounter Relentless Avenger Range 60'
0.65 11.4 Lunge on the target of the enemy deal with radiant damage. Can't be executed while the roots. Magnitude: 460 77 8Feat Intimidation Presence Divine Champion now greatly increases the threat, but no longer automatically blocks attacks against you. 77 8Feat Unyielding Champion Divine Champion dropping by 10 and both Divine Champion and
Divine Palisade block up to 75% of the total maximum hit points. 80 6Daily Heroism Range Self 0.9 Increases Your Maximum Strike Point by 20%, Restores Amount Increased, and Increases Damage By 10%Duration: 12s 12s 12s
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